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john b. dunlop (princeton experiences of mikhail gorbachev’s reforms by youth in the ... - vii mikhail
gorbachev, memoirs (new york: doubleday, 1996), 30. viii gorbachev, memoirs, 34. experiences of mikhail
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and the people of the soviet union, including many that had lost ... gorbachev’s agriculture agenda:
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gorbachev, memoirs (new york: doubleday, 1995), 173. ^ mikhail s. gorbachev, pereroika: new thinking for our
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the soviet union for a more historical account on militarism in the soviet union see mark von hagen, soldiers in
the proletarian dictatorship, the red army and the soviet socialist state, 1917-1930 , psychology meets
international politics: towards an ... - in his memoirs, mikhail gorbachev, reflecting on the close personal
relationship that he had forged with ronald reagan which had been so important in ending the cold war, called
this ‘the human factor’ in trust-building.
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